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Merrychef Eikon E1S High Speed Oven
2.9kW. Convection/Microwave/Impingement   View Product 

 Code : E1S

  
 66% OFF   Sale 

£9,356.00

£3,219.99 / exc vat
£3,863.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2 - 3 Working days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

The eikon E1s is the first choice for anyone who
wants to prepare fresh, hot food on demand where
space is at a premium. 

The Eikon E1s is the ideal way to cook , toast , grill bake
and regenerate a wide range of fresh or frozen foods such
as sandwiches, pastries, pizza, fish , vegtables and meat.
Product features

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 588.3 407 538

Cm 58.83 40.7 53.8

Inches
(approx)

23 16 21

 Three cooking modes - convection, microwave and

impingement

 12" cavity with 16" footprint - fits on a 50cm wide

worktop

 Cool to touch exterior

 Touchscreen operation with memory for 1024

cooking profiles

 13 amp plug - no hardwiring required

 Ventless cooking - built in catalytic converter

 Rapid cooking upto 10-12 times faster than a

conventional oven

Power Supply : 613
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